Software modifiability doesn't just happen. It must be designed, tested,
and paid for just like any other software requirement.

Special Feature:

Software Maintainability:

A Practical Concern for Life-Cycle Costs
John B. Munson
System Development Corporation
The issue of software maintenance cost is rapidly
becoming critical to EDP users. The shortage of programming personnel, coupled with the staggering load of
existing software applications being carried forward (the
value of existing software is commonly estimated at $200
billion or more), means that more and more effort is going into keeping existing software working, as opposed
to developing new applications.
Thirty years into the computer revolution, people still
think of software as a black box which, if built with
quality and tested exhaustively, can be used forever
without modification. The reality is quite different, of
course. First, error-free software is currently impractical
(that is, uneconomical) to build. Second, almost all software is modified continuously during its useful life cycle:
to add features, to expand capacities, to implement new
capabilities, or to support different equipment.
Recent estimates' by the Department of Defense state
that 60-70 percent of DoD's software dollars are being
spent after the software has been tested and delivered by
the development contractor. With an annual DoD expenditure of $3 billion for software,2 this area of postdelivery maintenance becomes a prime candidate for major technological effort with potentially high return on
investment.

However, even without resorting to technological
innovation or R&D investment, there is much that can be
done to reduce life-cycle costs, provided that the acquisition agencies understand the issues and are willing to
spend the required time and effort (money) during the
development phase.
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What is software
maintainabilitylmodif iability?
First, we have to understand the problem. "Maintenance" is really a misnomer relative to software. In hardware vernacular, maintenance means repair, and repair
means to return a piece of hardware to its state prior to a
failure (e.g., restoration). On the other hand, a software
failure is the exposure of a previously existing incorrect
state; therefore, a repair changes the prior state. This is
change, not restoration. As a matter of fact, because
software is insubstantial (i.e., not physical), it does not
degrade through use; it neither deteriorates over time,
nor does it rot, mildew, or burn out. Once software is
correct, it will be correct forever (unless modified).
Therefore, as latent defects are discovered and fixed
(hopefully without degrading something else), software
reliability improves. One is tempted to generalize that
software (like wine but unlike hardware) improves with
age.

The subject of failure repair, however, is just a small
postdelivery "maintenance" activities. Studies
show that coding errors only account for 30 percent of
the postdelivery discrepancies.3 The balance are occasioned by a mistake in design or specification and,
although the code performs exactly as designed, this
wasn't what was originally desired operationally.
Finally, even if the software performs exactly as
desired, the world changes-and that means new functions in the system for the software to perform and new
equipment with which to interface. One of the apparent
strengths of using a computer is the flexibility of software
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to handle change without rebuilding or replacing a complete system. In practice, this flexibility is limited and
very expensive. Why? Because modifying software is a
complex, error-prone process; maintefiance documentation is inadequate; testbed resources are limited; and the
people involved in maintenance are a different crew from
the developers and generally have little understanding of
the software structure.
It is most convenient in discussing software modification activities to use Swanson's definition4 of the three
classes of change that will occur during the maintenance
phase. All are important in any consideration of lifecycle maintenance characteristics for software:
* Corrective-fixing a preexisting error (in either
specification or code).
* Adaptive-modifying the software to accommodate environmental change.
* Perfective-improving or augmenting the performing capabilities.
And whereas software doesn't degrade over time,
there is reason to believe that the act of maintaining software degrades its future maintainability. IBM studies on
OS5 for example, show that over its lifetime OS becomes
uneconomical and, consequently, impractical to maintain.

Modifiability must be built into
software from the start.
Clearly, modifiability must be built into software from
the start. Though "good programming practices" and
"modern programming techniques" are necessary, they
are not sufficient. Rather, modifiability must be explicitly planned, recognizing that it costs money in the
development process and cannot be left to chance. And it
must be managed from start to finish.

Development phase techniques
Modifiability starts with the contract. Although much
good R&D work6 is being done to define and quantify
such software attributes as quality, reliability, and
modifiability, this effort has not progressed to the point
where such capabilities can be directly and meaningfully
contracted for. Contracts must still be written to require
software performance characteristics that can be empirically measured and evaluated. The contract can,
however, define modifiability as a design goal and can require that the contractor submit a contractually binding
development plan which addresses how the techniques
discussed below will be built into the software. It can also
require that the contractor produce approved programming standards to which his staff must adhere in designing and writing the code.
Equally important are the factors that must be excluded: Use of proprietary software that will not be delivered
should be avoided. Use of off-the-shelf software not
built or documented for maintainability must be carefully examined and avoided unless it is cost-effective in a
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total life-cycle sense. Likewise, the use of assembly
language instead of higher-order language must be
carefully evaluated (and in most cases discouraged).
In addition to the development plan, the contractor
should be required to submit a software maintenance
support plan early in the development cycle. This plan
should specify the postdelivery requirements to support
computer program modification-e.g., test facilities,
equipment configuration, personnel requirements, support and test tools, simulation requirements, and configuration management procedures.
The contractor should also be required to deliver all
acceptance test procedures and materials, including test
results. These can be maintained and used effectively
during postdelivery maintenance for regression testing to
ensure that changes have not degraded the baselined
operating capabilities.
Finally, the contract must require the proper software
documentation for use in postdelivery maintenance.
If modifiability standards are specified, the initial
development will cost more: first, in an increased contract price, and second, in the inefficient use of computer
resources in the operational system (core space and
operating speed). However, in the long term this is a wise
investment.
Remember, the contract is the binding document. The
contractor is only required to deliver what was explicitly
contracted for; therefore, if the customer wants modifiability the contract must explicitly require it. To leave
modifiability to the contractor's promises and good intentions is to pay lip service to the idea with little or no
chance that anything constructive will result.

The requirements specification. Whether the requirements specification is developed before the contract
is let or is included and prepared under the development
contract, it is still the place to define the modifiability
baseline. The key modifiability issue in the requirements
document is system expandability. The customer and
contractor both should look to the future, asking the
following questions:
* Which of today's limits and capacites may change?
* How are equipment or resources likely to evolve?
* Which parameters should be flexible and which
firm?
* How much spare capacity in the equipment for
growth should be built into the specification?
This whole area can, of course, be taken to an extreme.
Therefore, careful management control, cost/benefit
analyses, and tradeoff studies must be used in the process
to ensure practicality.

Designing flexible user interfaces. Generally, all complex data processing systems have an extensive and
sophisticated set of on-line displays and reports associated with their processing requirements. Experience
has shown-that this area of interface with the users of the
system is where rapid and continuous change can occur.
For printed output, general-purpose report generators
are a fairly common commercial item and can provide
almost unlimited flexibility. In the event this option is
COMPUTER

impractical, reports should at least be programmed so
that changes in content or form do not require a complete reprogramming. "Table-driven" programming
techniques can be used effectively in this area.
For CRT displays, which interact directly with the
user, more sophistication can be obtained. The goal
should be to allow users to construct or modify displays
from the console without having the programmers modify computer programs. Again, if this option is too expensive or sophisticated, the software must be designed and
written to give parameters for display formats and structures, minimizing coding and checkout activities.

Building modifiable computer programs. The keys to
easily modifiable software are clarity and simplicity in
both the design and the implementation. Clarity and
simplicity are enhanced by modularity and module independence, by structured code, and by top-down design
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and implementation, among other techniques. It is important that an adequate methodology be defined and
specified early in the design phase and that its use be enforced throughout the implementation.

The keys to easily modifiable software
clarity and simplicity in both design
and implementation.

are

The allocation of functional requirements to elements
of code (discrete computer programs) represents an important step in the design process that critically affects
modifiability. The following general guidelines for the
definition of modules will have an extremely positive impact on modifiability and should be considered for inclusion in the established programming standards.7-'0
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* Use hierarchical module control structures whenever possible.
* Achieve singularity of function by assigning single or
closely related functions to a module and avoiding
conglomeration.
* Limit module size: some say to the equivalent of
one page of listing (i.e., 50-60 statements), others
say up to 200 statements, but all say limit!
* Make sure each module has only one entrance and
exit. (An exception may be made for error conditions.)
* Write each module so it does its own housekeeping
as its first act.
* Isolate machine interfaces by assigning machine interface functions to a few controlled routines. Use
global data structures to define peripheral characteristics. Use "virtual" instead of physical peripherals.
* Control or partition data-base access by the mod-
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ules. Limiting the number of functions in a module
should help this, but care must be exercised to limit
how many files each module uses and sets.
Reduce interface/communication complexity by
passing parameters directly between modules. Set
standard calling sequences.
"Hide" internal processing characteristics of the
module from external view. Don't base intermodule communication on "how" a module
works, but on what it is to do. Don't use implicit
knowledge of one module in another.
Use a global data-base adaptation table for system
configuration, data limits, general parameters, etc.
Do not hard code system-level parameters into the
modules.
Use "go-to-less" or structured programming logic.
Avoid self-modifying code, embedded constants
and parameters, complex expression of math statements, and absolute or relative addressing.
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Control of data. In large systems, control of the database structures, both global and local, is essential to good
program development and, later, to enhancing modifiability. The best way to control and handle data definition
and use during design and programming is to have all
data centrally controlled and symbolically defined and
referenced, and to have this definition (dictionary)
dtiachine-processible. This capability exists today to some
extent in the compilers for most higher-order languages.
However, if a master-independent dictionary file can be
created (like the Jovial-compool capability), then the
benefits are significant in terms of system control and
simply implemented tools. This physical representation
of data structures is the single most powerful tool for improving both implementation and maintainability characteristics. For example, data bases can be reshuffled, extended, or reduced, and these changes need only be made
in the central dictionary. Then the programs are recompiled to have a reorganized system. Also, data recording

and reduction programs can be operated symbolically,
presenting outputs in natural language properly tagged
and scaled. Furthermore, "set-used" listings can be
generated showing precisely how each module interfaces
with the data base.
Not all contracts will embody all of these principles.
However, even limited methods of data definition, such
as those Fortran provides, can be developed into strong
tools with a little creativity. What is critical is that all data
be defined symbolically, documented, and controlled.

Postdelivery techniques
Equally as important as the early planning for how the
development effort will be accomplished is early planning for how maintenance will be facilitated. Tools,
techniques, documentation, and controls that will be
used during the operations and maintenance phase must
be considered and planned even before the development
effort begins.

Early planning for maintenance is as
important as development planning.
Documenting for software maintenance. One of the current problems with postdelivery maintenance of software
is the quality of its documentation. Most documentation
ranges from nonexistent to out-of-date. DoD standards
require extensive program-level descriptive documentation, called Part II specifications (C5 specs), which contain detailed program descriptions and flow charts.
Commercial practices generally require much the same
information as the military, but usually are not as extensive. Unfortunately, even if this documentation is good
when delivered, it will invariably and quickly fall,out of
date as the product is modified: Further, it is of limited
usefulness even-if it could be maintained perfectly. This
is an unfortunate situation since at least 50 percent of the
total documentation costs (and they are extensive) go to
producing this set of documents.
It is clear that the scope and form of the documentation to support modification must be rethought in light
of the problem we're trying to solve. What are the facts
of software maintenance activities, and what are the real
needs?
People. What do we know about the people making
the changes?

(1) They are usually less experienced professionally

than the implementors.
(2) They have some competence in the language in
which the system is written.
(3) They have a general knowledge of the total system
but only superficial knowledge of individual computer programs.
(4) Each has responsibility for prodigious amounts of
code.
Their task, Problems (either error identification or
modification requests) are stated to them in operational
November 1981
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terms, which they convert to software system implica- pEocessing strings used by many professional software
houses in their design process. The document should
tions and then to specific program modifications.
specify the flow for each operational task, and the
How does this translate to documentation needs?
description should include only the in-context references
their
First, let's eliminate Part II specifications and
to the programs and data-base elements involved in proour
since
and
code
exists
the
all
Since
equivalents.
each task. During maintenance, then, when a
cessing
maintenance programmers must understand the prois noted, the analyst checks the task listing
problem
gramming language anyway, the code represented by
the routines and data elements involved
which
references
listings is absolutely the best, most maintainable form of
the listings of the specific programs into
goes
documentation. Only a fraction of the cost of formal and then
information.
detailed
for
volved
documentation would be required to upgrade listings to
the state of first-class documentation. The only caution
is that discipline must be specified and enforced during
Testbeds and support computer programs. The scope
program development to ensure adequate comments in and extent of potential maintenance activities must be
the listings. The boxed material provides a sample outline thoroughly evaluated prior to awarding a development
for a program listing annotation scheme designed to fit contract. They must also be reevaluated continuously to
maintainability needs.
be sure that adequate system resources are going to be
Adequate listings, however, are only half the problem. available to make maintenance activities cost-effective.
What we need to supplement listings are overview soft- The first point here-one commonly overlooked-is the
ware system descriptions organized in terms of opera- availability of equipment for test and installation of
tional capabilities. This is the documentation of the task changes. What normally happens is that operational
resources are assumed to have spare capacity without any
realistic evaluation. Quite naturally, maintenance never
achieves the necessary priority while a user is trying to get
a new operation settled in, since operational use often exceeds expectation. The result is that the installation of
changes is slowed and the very expensive personnel maintenance resources are wasted through inefficient use of
their time. With the currently plummeting cost of hardware, consideration should be given to replication of the
facility for both backup and maintenance purposes. Failing this, enough spare capacity should be procured to
allow maintenance time even in a "worst load" situation.

Review the contractor's programming
standards early in the development cycle.
Next, the more realistically the test environment can
simulate the operational environment, the more confidence can be achieved that validation of changes will
avert potential disruption of operational capability
following changeover to the modified system. Either
equipment or software simulation capability should be
procured to provide a realistic test environment. As with
other items mentioned, a competent system engineering
cost/benefit analysis must be performed to ensure proper
tradeoffs between cost and risk. Until the customer has
such a study, he is dealing with a very intangible area in
which history shows that normal intuition will severely
underestimate the problem.
Finally, during software procurement, the contract
should require, as a minimum, delivery of all test tools
used during development (with documentation and user
manuals). Further, if a high level of maintenance activity
is anticipated, the investment in supplemental tools will
be well worthwhile. Such items as
* data generators and "compool" assemblers,
* environment simulation programs,
* program support library,
* code auditors,
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dumps and interpretive trap and trace,
break point or memory change analysis,
on-line diagnostics,
data recording and reduction, and
test data verifiers

memory

should be evaluated against potential future use. They
may be valuable in both the development and maintenance phases. If it is decided to build unique test tools,

their delivery should be specified in the contract.
Excellent surveys of test tools""2 are available for use in
selecting aids to support postdelivery maintenance
activities.
Controls and standards. It is important that the postdelivery modification activity adhere to all the basic
design and implementation principles used by the
development contractor. If not, then, like OS, the system
will gradually lose its inherent easy modifiability.
Likewise, it is equally important that the same strong
configuration management disciplines enforced early in
the program be extended into the maintenance phase. To
aid this process, the developer should be required to
deliver his internal programming standards and his configuration management plan, and the maintainer should
be required to adapt them to the maintenance environment and to continue their implementation and enforce-
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Even though this apparently straightforward and
pedestrian approach to modifiability is well within the
current state of the art, it is clearly being ignored in most
of today's applications.
In this age of automation, we seem to be waiting for
maintainability to be automatically produced from our
automated systems. It will in fact come about only as a
result of the proper recognition of the cost benefits and
the successful implementation of these first elementary
efforts to achieve it. *
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For many years the New England area has been widely acclaimed as
the nation's leader in technological research and development. Today,
universities and companies throughout New England are advancing
state-of-the-art technology in many fields at an unprecedented rate.
This tradition of technological leadership and continuous growth has
created a professional career environment unmatched anywhere in
the country.
During the past 17 years, E.P. Reardon Associates has been one of
New England's most successful professional placement services. Our
client list includes most of the major computer mainframe and
minicomputer manufacturers in the country as well as many
peripherals and applications-oriented companies. Some of the fastest
growing companies in the industry are located in the New
England area.
Currently, we are assisting our clients in seeking candidates with
interests in the following areas:

Operating Systems
Computer Archiecture
Interactive Graphics
Language Development
Peripherals
CAD/CAM
Data Base Construction and Maintenance

Networking

Diagnostics

Simulation
Modeling
Compiler Development
Data Communications

It you are interested In exploring these career openings, please call
Dan Meagher, (617) 329-2660, or forward a copy of your resume to
him. All Inquiries will be answered within 48 hours and will be treated
with complete confidentiality.
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